TIME TO TUNE INTO YOUR
Chinese Guests

Why you need Premium Chinese Channels in your hotel
Chinese Tourist Statistics

120 million
It’s the largest
outbound travel
market In the world.

30%
The biggest spenders
Chinese tourists
account for 30%
of global luxury
spending.

120 million
Chinese travelled
overseas in 2015.
That means around
1 in every 10 overseas
tourist is Chinese.

US$255 Billion
US$255 Billion China’s
outbound travel spend
is forecast to reach
US$255B by 2025,
twice that of the USA.

The Chinese economy is still one of the largest and fastest growing economies
in the world, which is reflected in the growth of Chinese tourists visiting other
countries. This is now the largest UK visitor group (overtaking the USA & Germany)
and from 2016 is expected to grow at 25% per annum. The number of Chinese
visitors are set to double by 2020 to 650,000, with the average length of stay being
10 days. Research shows that there are four elements which are top Chinese tourist
requirements. First is a Chinese guide or interpreter, second is Chinese food closely
followed by easy-to-use Wi-Fi and Chinese TV channels. Hotels which make their
Chinese guests feel at home are set to capture this growing market sector.

Hunan TV

Hunan TV is one of the most powerful and influential TV channels
in China, the most-watched by choice. It is recognised as the most
active media brand in China with famous entertainment and
lifestyle programs, such as the Chinese X-Factor.

Dragon TV

Dragon TV is one of the top 10 TV channels in China broadcast
24 hours per day from Shanghai. It offers content related to
worldwide current events and latest Chinese news along with
popular TV series and entertainment shows like China’s Got Talent.

Guangdong TV is a 24-hour channel, broadcast in Mandarin
and also offers programs in Cantonese and English languages.
Some featured programs are "Mr. Lang's View on Finance" and
Guangdong TV "All In Asian Games".
This channel offers top drama selection and to a lesser extentcostume shows, which are widely known among Chinese viewers.
The channel gathers drama shows from top TV broadcasters,
Da-Fish Drama content providers and professionally curates a customised
channel with instantly recognisable programs.

Source: www.chinatraveloutbound.com
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China became the Largest Business Travel Market Worldwide in 2016
Premium Chinese Channels now Available for European Hotels
Flexible Packages and Pricing Available
Tune in to your Chinese Guests’ Requirements

e: sbryan@contentcompanyltd.com
t: +44 (0)7976 638595

Da-Fish Kids

A professionally curated channel targeted at children and
teenagers. Da-Fish Kids offers featured content from top
Chinese animation content providers and featured childrens
shows with a large audience in Mainland China.

All of these channels are available on the popular European satellite
Astra, which can be easily installed by our team of AV professionals.

Contact us now for more information
e: sbryan@contentcompanyltd.com t: +44 (0)7976 638595

